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Abstract
A recent proof-of-principle study proposes a nonlinear electrostatic implicit particle-in-cell
(PIC) algorithm in one dimension (Chen, Chacón, Barnes, J. Comput. Phys. 230 (2011)
7018). The algorithm employs a kinetically enslaved Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK)
method, and conserves energy and charge to numerical round-off. In this study, we gener-
alize the method to electromagnetic simulations in 1D using the Darwin approximation of
Maxwell’s equations, which avoids radiative aliasing noise issues by ordering out the light
wave. An implicit, orbit-averaged time-space-centered finite difference scheme is applied
to both the 1D Darwin field equations (in potential form) and the 1D-3V particle orbit
equations to produce a discrete system that remains exactly charge- and energy-conserving.
Furthermore, enabled by the implicit Darwin equations, exact conservation of the canonical
momentum per particle in any ignorable direction is enforced via a suitable scattering rule
for the magnetic field. Several 1D numerical experiments demonstrate the accuracy and the
conservation properties of the algorithm.
1. Introdution
The electromagnetic (EM) Particle-in-cell (PIC) method solves Vlasov-Maxwell’s equa-
tions for kinetic plasma simulations [1, 2]. In the standard approach, Maxwell’s equations
are solved on a grid, and the Vlasov equation is solved by method of characteristics using a
large number of particles, from which the evolution of the probability distribution function
(PDF) is obtained. The field-PDF description is tightly coupled. Maxwell’s equations (or
a subset thereof) are driven by moments of the PDF such as charge density and/or current
density. The PDF, on the other hand, follows a hyperbolic equation in phase space, whose
characteristics are determined by the fields self-consistently.
To date, most PIC methods employ explicit time-stepping (e.g. leapfrog scheme), which
can be very inefficient for long-time, large spatial scale simulations. The algorithmic ineffi-
ciency of standard explicit PIC is rooted in the presence of numerical stability constraints,
which force both a minimum grid-size (due to the so-called finite-grid instability [1, 2], which
requires resolution of the smallest Debye length) and a very small timestep (due to the well-
known CFL constraint in the general electromagnetic case, c∆t < ∆x, where c is speed of
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light, and ∆t and ∆x are the timestep and grid-size, respectively). Furthermore, numerical
heating due to the lack of exact discrete energy conservation [1, 2] compromises the accu-
racy of explicit PIC simulations over long time scales, particularly for realistic ion-to-electron
mass ratios. In the electromagnetic context, the accuracy issue is aggravated further by the
presence of electromagnetic waves, which can be either unstable [3] or noisily excited to high
levels [4].
Implicit methods, however, can free the PIC approach from numerical stability con-
straints, and thus have the potential of much improved algorithmic efficiency. This real-
ization drove the exploration of implicit PIC starting in the 1980s [5–21]. These studies
explored the viability of an implicit PIC formulation and its accuracy properties, and re-
sulted in important developments such as the implicit-moment method [5–8, 13, 20] and the
direct-implicit method [9, 11, 14, 17, 19]. However, limitations of the solver technology at
the time forced early implicit PIC practitioners to rely on approximations such as lineariza-
tion and lagging, which did not respect the strong field-particle coupling. These numerical
approximations produced energy conservation errors that could result in significant plasma
self-heating or self-cooling [22].
Fully implicit algorithms hold the promise of overcoming some of the difficulties of ex-
plicit and seim-implicit EM-PIC schemes. Some of these advantages were demonstrated in
Ref. [23], where an energy-conserving fully implicit Vlasov-Maxwell EM-PIC scheme was
proposed. However, it was shown in the reference that the approach suffered from radiative
aliasing noise, which obscures physical signals as errors accumulate in time. The radiative
noise disappeared by introducing some numerical damping in the discretization, but this in
turn destroyed the exact energy conservation property.
In non-relativistic applications, radiative aliasing noise can be eliminated by ordering
out light waves from Maxwell’s equations to arrive to the so-called Darwin model [24–27].
The Darwin field equations are no longer hyperbolic, but elliptic, rendering explicit time
integration schemes unconditionally unstable [28]. Nielson and Lewis [28] introduced semi-
implicit schemes to advance the Darwin-PIC system, which have become the standard for
later development and applications of plasma Darwin-PIC simulations (see Refs. [21, 29–36]
and references therein). Nevertheless, the resulting field equations, in either Hamiltonian or
Lagrangian form, are complicated and difficult to solve, especially when non-periodic bound-
ary conditions are employed [31, 32, 37, 38], and feature no exact conservation properties
(e.g., local charge, total energy, or total momentum).
In contrast to earlier implicit Darwin-PIC studies, our focus here is on fully implicit, fully
nonlinear PIC algorithms. We build upon recent developments in fully implicit electrostatic
[39, 40] and electromagnetic [23] PIC algorithms, which enforce tight nonlinear convergence
between particles and fields at every timestep. Their fully implicit character enables exact
discrete conservation properties, such as energy and charge conservation, which are attractive
for long-time simulations.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate a fully implicit scheme for the Dawin model
that conserves energy and charge exactly in a discrete setting, without suffering from en-
hanced radiative aliasing noise [23]. The Darwin equations are solved in potential form in
a one-dimensional (1D) periodic system [25] using a Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK)
solver [23, 39]. Particle orbit equations involving three velocity components and one posi-
tion are solved implicitly with particle sub-stepping and orbit-averaging [39, 41]. Special care
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is taken when scattering the magnetic field to the particles, so that the particle canonical
momentum in any ignorable direction is conserved exactly.
The aim and intent of this study resonates strongly with an earlier implementation of
the 1D-3V Darwin-PIC model by Hasegawa et al. [25]. In this reference, the authors prove
conservation theorems for local charge, global energy, and particle canonical momenta in a
continuum-time Klimontovich representation of the plasma system. The study in the present
paper goes beyond Hasegawa and co-author’s in that the conservation theorems are proved
in a discrete setting. The fully implicit character of our implementation turns out to be key
to realize these discrete conservation properties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our formulation for
the general Vlasov-Darwin model and its favorable properties. The model is reduced to
1D-3V and discretized with an implicit particle-based central-difference scheme in Sec. 3,
where we review our charge-conserving particle-moving strategy, and prove theorems for the
exact conservation of global energy and particle canonical momenta in a discrete setting.
Numerical examples demonstrating the properties of the algorithm are presented in Sec. 4.
Finally, we conclude in Sec. 5.
2. Electromagnetic Vlasov-Darwin model
The general Vlasov-Darwin model for a collisionless electromagnetic plasma reads [27,
28, 38, 42, 43]:
∂tfα + v · ∇fα + qα
mα
(E+ v ×B) · ∇vfα = 0, (1)
1
µ0
∇×∇×A = − 1
µ0
∇2A = j− ǫ0∂t∇φ, (2)
ǫ0∇2φ = −ρ, (3)
∇ ·A = 0, (4)
where fα(r,v) is the particle distribution function of species α in phase space, qα and mα
are the species charge and mass respectively, ǫ0 and µ0 are the vacuum permittivity and
permeability respectively, φ and A are the self-consistent electric and vector potential re-
spectively. Unlike Maxwell’s equations, the Darwin model does not feature Gauge invariance,
and only the Coulomb gauge is physically acceptable (to enforce charge conservation [25, 27],
as discussed below). The electric and magnetic fields are defined uniquely from φ, A as:
E = −∇φ− ∂tA ; B = ∇×A. (5)
The Darwin equations are driven by the plasma current density j =
∑
α qα
´
fαvdv and
charge density ρ =
∑
α qα
´
fαdv.
The Vlasov-Darwin model in Eqs. 1-4 features two involutions, Poisson’s equation and
the solenoidal constraint of the vector potential. However, this system is overdetermined,
and can be formulated much more succintly, as we shall see. We begin by realizing that the
local charge conservation equation,
∂tρ+∇ · j = 0, (6)
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can be derived independently from both the Vlasov equation (Eq. 1) and the Darwin elec-
tromagnetic model (Eqs. 2-4). From the Vlasov equation, Eq. 6 follows by taking its zeroth
velocity moment for all species, and then adding them up according to the definition of the
charge density. From the Darwin equations, the charge conservation equation follows by
taking the divergence of Eq. 2, and using Eq. 3.
This redundancy in the model can be exploited to formulate a minimal set of Darwin
equations such that, together with the Vlasov equation, the two involutions are implied in
the formulation, and do not need to be enforced explicitly. This minimal Darwin model is
comprised of two equations. The first equation is the vector Laplacian form of Eq. 2. The
second equation is found by taking the divergence of Eq. 2 and using Eq. 4. Thus, our final
set of Vlasov-Darwin equations reads:
∂tfα + v · ∇fα + qα
mα
(E+ v ×B) · ∇vfα = 0, (7)
− 1
µ0
∇2A = j− ǫ0∂t∇φ, (8)
ǫ0∂t∇2φ = ∇ · j. (9)
These three equations, together with the local charge conservation equation (which is implicit
in Eq. 7), imply the involutions (Eqs. 3, 4). In particular, Poisson’s equation (Eq. 3) is
implied by Eq. 9 and the charge conservation equation. The solenoidal constraint is implied
as well. This is seen by taking the divergence of Eq. 8 and using Eq. 9, to find:
∇2∇ ·A = 0,
from which, with appropriate boundary conditions, Eq. 4 follows. The boundary conditions
must be consistent with ∇ ·A = 0 at the boundary [25] (i.e., must enforce continuity of the
normal component of the vector potential at the boundary).
Equations 7, 8, and 9 constitute the minimal Vlasov-Darwin set of choice in this study.
We emphasize that the main advantage of this set is that the two involutions (Poisson’s
equation and the solenoidal constraint ofA) are implied, and thus do not need to be enforced
or solved explicitly. This property, when implemented discretely, will be most advantageous,
as ensuring (or avoiding) Eq. 4 has turned out to be one the most difficult implementation
roadblocks of the Darwin approximation in multiple dimensions [28, 31]. This, however, will
require a very careful discrete treatment, and in particular one that strictly conserves local
charge.
3. One-dimensional implicit particle-based discretization of the Vlasov-Darwin
model
In the remainder of this study, we specialize the Vlasov-Darwin equations to one spatial
dimension and three velocity dimensions (1D-3V) in Cartesian geometry, as follows.1 We
1We should point out that enforcing the solenoidal involution is trivial in this reduced dimensionality
context, and therefore the point outlined in the previous section about implied involutions is not so critical
for ∇ · A = 0. However, it will be key in multiple dimensions. We will comment on the extension of the
current approach to multiple dimensions later in this paper.
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consider a 1D periodic system, with ∂y = ∂z = 0, for which the Darwin model reduces to:
ǫ0∂tEx + jx = 〈jx〉 , (10)
1
µ0
∂2xAy,z + jy,z = 〈jy,z〉 , (11)
where Ex = −∂φ/∂x, and the terms on the right hand side are the spatial average of the
current densities, e.g. 〈jx〉 =
´
jxdx/
´
dx. These are necessary in a periodic system to
enforce periodicity of the fields [25, 39]. The inductive electric field is determined from the
vector potential as:
Ey,z = −∂tAy,z. (12)
The magnetic field is determined from the vector potential as:
Bx = B0x ; By = B0y − ∂xAz ; Bz = B0z + ∂xAy, (13)
where (B0x, B0y, B0z) is a prescribed equilibrium magnetic field.
Discretizing the 1D equations with central difference in time gives for the electric field
components:
ǫ0
En+1x,i+1/2 − Enx,i+1/2
∆t
+ j
n+1/2
x,i+1/2 = 〈jx〉 , (14)
E
n+1/2
y,i = −
An+1y,i − Any,i
∆t
, (15)
E
n+1/2
z,i = −
An+1z,i − Anz,i
∆t
, (16)
where the superscript n denotes the time level at n∆t, the subscript i denotes the mesh
point at i∆x, and ∆t and ∆x are time and spatial mesh intervals respectively for the field
equations. The vector potential components are found from:
1
µ0
∂2x
An+1y + A
n
y
2
∣∣∣∣∣
i
+ j
n+1/2
y,i = 〈jy〉 , (17)
1
µ0
∂2x
An+1z + A
n
z
2
∣∣∣∣∣
i
+ j
n+1/2
z,i = 〈jz〉 . (18)
Note that the vector components along ignorable directions are defined at the integer spatial
mesh points, while the x-components are defined at the half spatial mesh points. The ∂2x is
discretized using a standard central-difference formula, e.g. ∂2xA|i = (Ai+1−2Ai+Ai−1)/∆x.
Similarly, we obtain the magnetic field components as:
By,i+1/2 = B0y − Az,i+1 − Az,i
∆x
; Bz,i+1/2 = B0z +
Ay,i+1 − Ay,i
∆x
. (19)
The current components are gathered from particles to ensure charge and energy conserva-
tion, as described later in this section.
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Particle quantities are evolved from the 1D-3V particle equations of motion:
∂txp = vx,p, (20)
∂tvx,p =
qp
mp
(Ex,p + vp,yBz,p − vp,zBy,p), (21)
∂tvy,p =
qp
mp
(Ey,p + vp,zBx,p − vp,xBz,p), (22)
∂tvz,p =
qp
mp
(Ez,p + vp,xBy,p − vp,yBx,p). (23)
As in Ref. [39], these equations are discretized using a sub-stepped Crank-Nicolson scheme:
xν+1p − xνp
∆τ ν
= vν+
1/2
x,p , (24)
vν+1x,p − vνx,p
∆τ ν
=
qp
mp
(Eν+
1/2
x,p + v
ν+1/2
p,y B
ν+1/2
z,p − vν+1/2p,z Bν+1/2y,p ), (25)
vν+1y,p − vνy,p
∆τ ν
=
qp
mp
(Eν+
1/2
y,p + v
ν+1/2
p,z B
ν+1/2
x,p − vν+1/2p,x Bν+1/2z,p ), (26)
vν+1z,p − vνz,p
∆τ ν
=
qp
mp
(Eν+
1/2
z,p + v
ν+1/2
p,x B
ν+1/2
y,p − vν+1/2p,y Bν+1/2x,p ), (27)
where the substep ∆τ ν satisfies
∑Nν
ν=0 ∆τ
ν = ∆t, with ν denoting the substep and Nν the
number of substeps. Following earlier studies [44], the time step is determined here by a local
error estimator ∆τ = 0.1min(ω−1t , ω
−1
c ), where ωt =
q
m
|∂xE| is the electrostatic harmonic
frequency, and ωc =
q
m
B is the gyrofrequency.
The scatter of the electric field to particles is defined as:
Eν+
1/2
x,p =
∑
i
En+1x,i+1/2 + E
n
x,i+1/2
2
Sm(x
ν+1/2
p − xi+1/2), (28)
Eν+
1/2
y,p = −
∑
i
An+1y,i −Any,i
∆t
Sl(x
ν+1/2
p − xi), (29)
Eν+
1/2
z,p = −
∑
i
An+1z,i −Anz,i
∆t
Sl(x
ν+1/2
p − xi), (30)
where we have assumed that the electric field varies slowly during the timestep ∆t [39]. Here,
Sm is the B-spline of order m. We will be using m = 1 and l = 2 throughout this study. The
latter ensures a linear interpolation of the magnetic field to the particles. The scattering
of the magnetic field components to the particles will be determined such that the particle
canonical momentum in both y and z directions is conserved exactly, and will be discussed
later in this paper.
The current components needed in Eqs. 14, 17, and 18 are found from particle quantities
as:
j¯
n+1/2
x,i+1/2 =
1
∆t∆x
∑
p
∑
ν
qpv
ν+1/2
p,x Sm(x
ν+1/2
p − xi+1/2)∆τ ν , (31)
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j¯
n+1/2
y,i =
1
∆t∆x
∑
p
∑
ν
qpv
ν+1/2
p,y Sl(x
ν+1/2
p − xi)∆τ ν , (32)
j¯
n+1/2
z,i =
1
∆t∆x
∑
p
∑
ν
qpv
ν+1/2
p,z Sl(x
ν+1/2
p − xi)∆τ ν , (33)
where we have added an overbar to denote that the current components are orbit averaged.
Note that j¯
n+1/2
y,i and j¯
n+1/2
z,i use a spline order different from j¯
n+1/2
x,i+1/2 for consistency with
those used by the electric field components (which will in turn be required for exact energy
conservation). Next, we comment on our procedure to ensure exact charge conservation, and
derive energy and canonical momenta conservation theorems.
3.1. Charge conservation
Exact local charge conservation can be ensured kinematically by pushing particles follow-
ing the prescription outlined in Ref. [39]. In particular, for m ≤ 1, the continuity equation
is satisfied to numerical round-off whenever particles are forced to land at cell boundaries
along their orbit.
We should note that the use of different spline orders in the current components in Eqs.
31-33 does not break charge conservation, because the current components in the ignorable
directions do not enter the 1D continuity equation. We should also note that this prescription
can be generalized to multiple dimensions [44].
3.2. Energy conservation theorem
As in earlier studies [25, 39, 44, 45], we begin by dotting the particle velocity equations,
Eqs. 21-23, with the averaged velocity vν+1/2, orbit averaging all substeps, and summing
over all particles, to find:
Kn+1 −Kn
∆t
=
∑
p
1
∆t
∑
ν
mp
vν+1p + v
ν
p
2
· v
ν+1
p − vνp
∆τ ν
∆τ ν =
∑
p
1
∆t
∑
ν
qp (vp · Ep)ν+1/2 ∆τ ν
=
∑
i
∆x
(
E
n+1/2
x,i+1/2j¯
n+1/2
x,i+1/2 + E
n+1/2
y,i j¯
n+1/2
y,i + E
n+1/2
z,i j¯
n+1/2
z,i
)
,
where K ≡ ∑p 12mpv2p is the total particle kinetic energy, and we have used Eqs. 28-30 and
31-33, assuming that the cell width ∆x is uniform across the domain. Plugging in Eqs.
14-18, we find:
∑
i
∆xE
n+1/2
x,i+1/2j¯
n+1/2
x,i+1/2 = −ǫ0
∑
∆x
En+1x,i+1/2 + E
n
x,i+1/2
2
En+1x,i+1/2 −Enx,i+1/2
∆t
= − ǫ0
2∆t
∑
i
∆x
[(
En+1x,i+1/2
)2 − (Enx,i+1/2)2
]
= −W
n+1
φx −W nφx
∆t
,
∑
i
∆xE
n+1/2
y,i j¯
n+1/2
y,i =
1
µ0
∑
i
∆x
(
An+1y,i − Any,i
∆t
)(
∂2x
An+1y + A
n
y
2
)
i
= − 1
2µ0∆t
∑
i
∆x
[(
∂xA
n+1
y
)2
i+1/2
−
(
∂xA
n
y
)2
i+1/2
]
= −W
n+1
Bz −W nBz
∆t
,
∑
i
∆xE
n+1/2
z,i j¯
n+1/2
z,i = −
1
2µ0∆t
∑
i
∆x
[(
∂xA
n+1
z
)2
i+1/2
− (∂xAnz )2i+1/2
]
= −W
n+1
By −W nBy
∆t
.
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In these equations,Wφx ≡ ǫ02
∑
i∆xE
2
x,i+1/2 is the electrostatic energy, andWBy,z ≡ 12µ0
∑
i∆x (By,z −B0y,z)2i+1/2
is the magnetic energy. Numerical spatial derivatives have been telescoped, as allowed by a
standard central finite differencing of the spatial second-order derivative. The terms associ-
ated with the average currents in Eqs. 14, 17 and 18 cancel exactly because
∑
iEx,i+1/2 = 0
and
∑
iEy,i =
∑
iEz,i = 0. The former follows from Ex being a gradient in a periodic domain.
The latter follow because the average of the corresponding vector potential component sat-
isfying Eqs. 17, 18 in a periodic domain is conserved in time (see App. Appendix A). This
property transfers to the discrete when the standard discretization of ∂2xAy,z is used. As a
result,
∑
iA
n+1
y,i =
∑
iA
n
y,i and similarly with Az. The energy conservation theorem sought
follows:
(Kp +Wφx +WBy +WBz)
n+1 = (Kp +Wφx +WBy +WBz)
n . (34)
3.3. Conservation of particle canonical momenta
One subtlety of the one dimensional electromagnetic system is that the y and z compo-
nents of the particle canonical momentum p = mv + qA should be conserved, for each par-
ticle, for all time. This is a consequence of the system Lagrangian L = mv2/2+ q(v ·A−φ)
being independent of the y and z coordinates, as can be shown from the Euler-Lagrange
equations:
d
dt
(
∂L
∂vq
)
=
∂L
∂q
.
The canonical momentum is defined as p = ∂L
∂v
, and hence is clear that for q = y, z:
p˙y = p˙z = 0. (35)
We seek to enforce this conservation property exactly. As we shall see, this will constrain
the form of the scattering of the magnetic field to the particles in Eqs. 21-23. Let’s focus on
the conservation of py:
p˙y = mpv˙p,y + qpA˙y,p = 0, (36)
where
Ay,p ≡
∑
i
Ay,iSl(xp − xi). (37)
Equation 36 can be integrated over a substep ν to ν + 1, to find (ignoring the subscript y):
(mpvp + qpAp)
ν+1 − (mpvp + qpAp)ν = 0, (38)
which can be rearranged as :
vν+1p − vνp
∆τ ν
= − qp
mp
∑
i
Aν+1i Sl(x
ν+1
p − xi)−Aνi Sl(xνp − xi)
∆τ ν
(39)
Specializing this result for second-order splines (l = 2), Taylor-expanding the shape function,
and casting Eq. 39 into the form of Eq. 26 gives (see App. Appendix B),
Bν+
1/2
z,p = B0,z+
∑
i

Aν+1/2y,i+1 − Aν+1/2y,i
∆x
S1(xi+1/2 − xν+1/2p )

+∆A
ν+1/2
y,ip−1 − 2∆Aν+
1/2
y,ip +∆A
ν+1/2
y,ip+1
8∆x2
(xν+1p −xνp).
(40)
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The first term on the right hand side is the central-difference approximation of Bz = ∂xAy
at the particle location. In the second term, ∆A
ν+1/2
y,ip = A
ν+1
ip − Aνip . The second term is an
O(∆τ 2) correction (commensurate with the truncation error of the Crank-Nicolson scheme)
evaluated at the particle cell index ip that ensures exact conservation of the particle canonical
momentum. A similar procedure for the conservation of pz yields:
Bν+
1/2
y,p = B0,y−
∑
i

Aν+1/2z,i+1 − Aν+1/2z,i
∆x
S1(xi+1/2 − xν+1/2p )

−∆A
ν+1/2
z,ip−1 − 2∆Aν+
1/2
z,ip +∆A
ν+1/2
z,ip+1
8∆x2
(xν+1p −xνp).
(41)
Note that, in 1D, Bx must remain constant in space (because ∇·B = ∂Bx/∂x = 0) and time
(because ∂tBx = ∂Ez(x)/∂y − ∂Ey(x)/∂z = 0). The proposed scattering formula for the
magnetic field components along ignorable directions guarantees conservation of canonical
momentum for every particle sub-step. Conservation over the macro-step follows straight-
forwardly by integration over all substeps.
3.4. Binomial smoothing
As in earlier studies [1, 39], we apply binomial smoothing to reduce noise level of high k
modes introduced by particle-grid interpolations [1]. Smoothing preserves the conservation
properties of the implicit Darwin model when implemented appropriately. The governing
Darwin-PIC equations with binomial smoothing read:
ǫ0
En+1x,i+1/2 − Enx,i+1/2
∆t
+ SM(jn+
1/2
x )i+1/2 − 〈jx〉 = 0, (42)
1
µ0
∂2x
An+1y + A
n
y
2
∣∣∣∣∣
i
+ SM(jn+
1/2
y )i − 〈jy〉 = 0, (43)
1
µ0
∂2x
An+1z + A
n
z
2
∣∣∣∣∣
i
+ SM(jn+
1/2
z )i − 〈jz〉 = 0. (44)
xν+1p − xνp
∆t
− vν+1/2x,p = 0, (45)
vν+1p − vνp
∆t
− qp
mp
(
SM(En+
1/2)p + v
ν+1/2
p × SM(Bν+1/2)p
)
= 0, (46)
with the binomial operators SMi and SMp defined as:
SM(Q)i =
Qi−1 + 2Qi +Qi+1
4
, (47)
and
SM(Q)p =
∑
i
SM(Q)iS(xp − xi). (48)
Owing to the property in periodic domains that
∑
iAiSM(B)i =
∑
iBiSM(A)i, it is straight-
foward to show that energy and charge conservation theorems remain valid [39]. Canonical
momenta conservation also survives when replacing A by SM(A) in the last section, giving:
SM(Bν+
1/2
z )p =
∑
i
[
SM(Aν+1/2y )i+1 − SM(Aν+1/2y )i
∆x
S1(xi+1/2 − xν+1/2p )
]
+
9
+
SM(∆Aν+1/2y )ip−1 − SM(2∆Aν+1/2y )ip + SM(∆Aν+1/2y )ip+1
8∆x2
(xν+1p − xνp).
i.e., Bz must be scattered to particles from the binomially smoothed Ay. A similar result is
found for SM(Bν+1/2y )p.
4. Numerical tests
The set of field equations (42-44) and particle equations (45-46) are the ones solved in
this study. For this, we employ a JFNK nonlinear solver, implemented and configured as
described in Ref. [39]. As in the reference, the particle equations are enslaved to the field
equations (particle enslavement), which requires only a single copy of the particle population.
This results in minimal memory requirements for the nonlinear solver, determined only by
the storage required by the field quantities.
In this section, we provide a sequence of numerical tests of increasing complexity to
provide verification against linear theory results (measured as instability growth rates), and
to demonstrate the favorable properties of the approach. These tests are (from simplest to
more complex): an electron Weibel instability, an ion Weibel instability, and a kinetic Alfvén
wave problem. The first two tests are for non-magnetized plasmas, and the last one is for a
magnetized plasma. The last two tests are stiff multiscale problems due to the ion-to-electron
mass disparity (all numerical tests employ a realistic mass ratio mi/me = 1836).
For these numerical tests, we normalize the Darwin PIC equations with appropriate
reference quantities:
tˆ = tω0, xˆ =
x
x0
, vˆ = v
v0
,
nˆ = n
n0
, qˆ = q
q0
, mˆ = m
m0
,
Eˆ = ε0E
q0n0x0
, Aˆ = A
µ0q0n0x30
, Jˆ = J
q0n0x0ω0
,
(49)
to find:
∂Eˆx
∂tˆ
+ Jˆx =
〈
Jˆx
〉
, (50)
∂2xAˆy,z + jˆy,z =
〈
jˆy,z
〉
, (51)
Eˆy,z = −∂Aˆy,z
∂t
, (52)
Bˆy,z =
(
∇× Aˆ
)
y,z
(53)
dxˆp
dtˆ
= vˆp, (54)
dvˆp
dtˆ
= aˆp, (55)
where aˆp =
qˆp
mˆ
[Eˆp + vˆp × Bˆp]. In a two-species system, we pick either electrons or ions as
the reference species, depending on the problem of interest. For electrons, the associated
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reference constants are:
v0 = c
x0 = de(= c/ωpe),
ω0 = ωpe,
n0 =
We
de
, (56)
q0 =
nedee
We
,
m0 =
nedeme
We
,
where We = Ne/Nˆe is the ratio of the number of real particles and simulated particles.
Similar reference values are found for ions. Note that, in our units, the magnetic field
reference value is measured in units of Bˆ = ωcs/ωps, for s = e or i.
4.1. The electron Weibel instability
The Weibel instability is an electromagnetic instability that can appear in a unmagne-
tized plasma due to velocity-space anisotropy [46, 47]. In a Cartesian coordinate system, a
perturbation of the magnetic field perpendicular to the wave vector k (which is along the
x direction) can induce a plasma current that increases the perturbation, provided that the
plasma is hotter in the perpendicular direction (i.e. y and z). By making either the electron
or ion velocity distribution anisotropic, we can have the electron or ion Weibel instability,
respectively.
For the electron Weibel instability, we choose electrons as the reference species. For the
initialization of the particle distribution, we introduce particles in pairs to obtain zero plasma
current exactly for each species. The two particles of each pair are set at the same location
with opposite velocities. The initial distribution function is
f(x, v, t = 0) = fM(v) [1 + a cos (kxx)] (57)
where fM is the Maxwellian distribution, a is the perturbation level, kx is the perturbed
wave number. The spatial distribution is approximated by first putting ions randomly with
a constant distribution, e.g. x0 ∈ [0, L]. The electrons are distributed in pairs with ions
according to the Debye distribution [48]. Specifically, in each e-i pair, the electron is situated
away from the ion by a small distance, dx = ln(R) where R ∈ (0, 1) is a uniform random
number. The perturbation is done by shifting the particle position by a small amount such
that x = x0 + a cos (kxx0), where x0 is the initial particle position, a = 0.01, and kx =
2π
L
with L the domain size.
The plasma consists of electrons and singly charged ions, with a realistic mass ratio
mi/me = 1836. The simulated domain is of π in length, with 64 uniform cells and periodic
boundary conditions. The average number of particles per cell of each species is 2000.
Electrons are initialized with an anisotropic Maxwell distribution with Tey,z/Tex = 16, and
the thermal velocity parallel to the wave vector is veTx ≡
√
Tex/m = 0.1. Ions are initialized
with an isotropic Maxwell distribution with viTx = 0.1. The timestep is taken to be ∆t = 1.
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Figure 1: Time history of the magnetic field energyWA =
∑
i(B
2
y,i+1/2+B
2
z,i+1/2)/2 evolving from an electron
Weibel instability. Excellent agreement with the theoretical linear growth rate is found.
For comparison, the linear growth rate (γ = 0.22) is found from the dispersion relation of
electromagnetic waves in a bi-Maxwellian plasma [49]:
1− k
2
xc
2
ω2
−∑
α
ω2pα
ω2
(
1 +
Tαy,z
2Tαx
Z ′(ξα)
)
= 0, (58)
where α = e, i, ξα = ω/kx
√
2Tαx/mα, and Z
′(ξ) is the first derivative of plasma dispersion
function. The agreement between the simulation and theory is shown in Fig. 1. The time
history of conserved quantities (e.g., charge, energy, momentum, and canonical momenta) of
the simulated system is depicted in Fig. 2. We see that charge conservation is at the computer
round-off level. Energy conservation is determined by the JFNK nonlinear tolerance level (a
relative tolerance of 10−8 in used in this study), and the canonical momenta conservation is
determined by the Picard tolerance level for orbit integration (a relative tolerance of 10−10 is
used). As in earlier studies [39], the particle momentum in the x direction is not conserved
exactly, but the error is relatively small.
4.2. The ion Weibel instability
Next, we simulate the ion Weibel instability, which is more challenging because electron
dynamics makes the problem very stiff. We keep the same mass ratio mi/me = 1836, but
use ions as the reference species for normalization. The simulated domain is of 2π
3
√
me/mi
in length, with 64 uniformly distributed cells (corresponding to a cell width about 30 times
lager than the Debye length), periodic boundary conditions, and 2000 particles per cell of
each species. The electron species is initialized with an isotropic Maxwell distribution. We
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Figure 2: Conserved quantities in the simulation of the eletron Weibel instability. Charge conservation
is measured as the (root-mean-square) rms of the continuity equation, numerically evaluated at grid cells√∑
i(ρ
n+1
i − ρni +∆t(j¯i+1/2 − j¯i−1/2)/∆x)2/Ng where Ng is the number of grid-points. Energy conservation
is measured as the change in the total energy (c.f. Eq. 34) between successive time steps. Momentum
conservation in the x direction is measured as
∑
pmpvp,x/
∑
αmvth,x, where p and α indicate particle and
species index respectively. Finally, the maximum error in the conservation of canonical momenta for all
particles is measured as maxp
(| mpvn+1p + qpAn+1p −mpvnp − qpAnp |) in the y and z directions, respectively.
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Figure 3: Time history of the magnetic field energy WA =
∑
i(B
2
y,i+1/2 + B
2
z,i+1/2)/2 from the ion Weibel
instability. Excellent agreement with the theoretical growth rates for different electron thermal velocities is
found.
consider two electron thermal velocities, veTx = 0.001 and veTx = 0.025. The ion species
is initialized with an anisotropic Maxwellian with Tiy,z/Tix = 40, 000 and viTx = 0.001.
The timestep is taken to be ∆t = 0.1ω−1pi , which is about a factor of 40 times larger than
the Vlasov-Maxwell-PIC CFL. Relatively large growth rates occur at large kx and large
energy anisotropies, consistent with those observed in Ref. [50] (in which the anisotropy is
introduced by a cross-field ion flow). Figure 3 shows the time history of the magnetic field
energy density for the two electron thermal velocities. Linear theory predicts growth rates
of 9.5× 10−2 and 2.5× 10−2 for veTx = 0.001 and 0.025, respectively, which are in excellent
agreement with simulations.
4.3. The kinetic Alfvén wave ion-ion streaming instability
Finally, we consider the excitation of kinetic Alfvén waves by ion-ion streaming [51].
The instability is caused by interactions between the wave and the streaming ions. The
simulation parameters are chosen to be similar to those presented in Ref. [51]. The mass
ratio is mi/me = 1836. We use ions as the reference species. The simulated domain is
4π
3
in length, with 64 uniformly distributed cells (with each cell about 40 times larger than the
Debye length) and periodic boundary conditions, and the average number of particles per cell
of one species is 2000. The external magnetic field B0 = 0.00778 is set to be at a large angle
θ = 70◦ with respect to the propagation direction (x) of the wave. The plasma consists of
Maxwellian electrons with veT = 0.0745 (βe = 0.1), and two singly charged ion components,
i.e., an ambient ion component a and an ion beam component b, with number densities
na = 0.6ne and nb = 0.4ne (where ne is the electron density). The two ion components have
vaT = 0.0192 and vbT = 0.0745, and a relative streaming speed with respect to each other
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Figure 4: Time history of the magnetic field energy of the kinetic Alfvén wave ion-ion streaming instability
simulation, demonstrating excellent agreement with linear theory.
of vd = 2.5vA, with vA =
√
me/mi/3 the Alfvén speed along the external magnetic field
direction. The timestep is again set to ∆t = 0.1ω−1pi (about 20 times larger than the explicit
CFL). Figure 4 shows the simulation result of the magnetic energy density, which is again
in excellent agreement with linear theory (the growth rate for this configuration is reported
in Ref. [51] to be γ = 0.218ωpi/ωci).
5. Discussion and conclusions
This study introduces a fully implicit Darwin-PIC algorithm that employs a time-space-
centered finite difference scheme for the coupled Darwin field and particle equations. The
non-radiative limit of Maxwell’s equations is of interest in non-relativistic regimes to avoid
radiative aliasing noise and/or instabilities [3, 4], particularly in the context of exactly energy
conserving schemes [23]. We have used a potential formulation of the Darwin field equations,
in terms of vector potential A and electrostatic potential φ (or equivalently Ex in the 1D
case), and standard Lagrangian particle equations of motion (expressed in terms of position
x and velocity v). The stability of the algorithm is guaranteed by the fully implicit nature of
the scheme. In contrast to previous Darwin-PIC algorithms [1, 28], the algorithm conserves
global energy and local charge exactly in the discrete. It also conserves particle canonical
momenta in the ignorable directions exactly, by carefully prescribing the magnetic field scat-
tering formula. A necessary condition for the energy conservation is the exact reversibility of
the time difference scheme, which is guaranteed by our time-centered implicit discretization.
Just as in the electrostatic case [39], charge conservation is achieved by forcing particles
to stop at cell boundaries as they traverse their orbits, and by using first-order splines to
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gather the current density. Orbit-averaging and binomial smoothing are introduced without
breaking the conservation properties of the scheme. Challenging, stiff multiscale numerical
tests have demonstrated the advertised properties of the scheme, and its ability to employ
large time steps and cell sizes stably.
As in the electrostatic case [52], the ability of the fully implicit Darwin-PIC approach to
use large time steps and cell sizes indicates much potential for algorithmic acceleration vs.
explicit Maxwell-PIC schemes (explicit Darwin-PIC implementations are not available for
such a comparison). Since the CFL condition of explicit EM-PIC schemes (determined by the
light speed) is more stringent than that of explicit ES-PIC (determined by the fastest thermal
speed), we expect larger CPU speedups for implicit Darwin-PIC than ES-PIC for comparable
simulation parameters. We also expect the convergence properties of the nonlinear solver
to play a critical role in the overall efficiency of the implicit Darwin-PIC algorithm. Both
of these are confirmed by the following back-of-the-envelope analysis, which closely follows
that in Ref. [39] for ES-PIC (recently confirmed numerically in Ref. [52]).
We begin by estimating the CPU cost for a given PIC solver to advance the solution for
a given time span ∆T as [39]:
CPU =
∆T
∆t
Npc
(
L
∆x
)d
C, (59)
where Npc is the number of particles per cell, (L/∆x) is the number of cells per dimension,
d is the number of physical dimensions, and C is the computational complexity of the solver
employed, measured in units of a standard explicit PIC Vlasov-Maxwell leap-frog timestep.
Accordingly, the implicit-to-explicit speedup is given by:
CPUex
CPUim
∼
(
∆xim
∆xex
)d ( ∆t
∆tex
)
Cex
Cim
,
where we have assumed the same Npc for both explicit and implicit schemes, and we denote
∆t to be the implicit timestep. For simplicity, we assume that all particles take a fixed
sub-timestep ∆τ in the implicit scheme, and that the cost of one time step with the explicit
PIC solver is comparable to that of a single implicit sub-step. It follows that Cim/Cex ∼
NFE (∆t/∆τim), i.e., the cost of the implicit solver exceeds that of the explicit solver by the
number of function evaluations (NFE, which is a measure of the number of orbit evaluations)
per ∆t multiplied by the number of particle sub-steps (∆t/∆τim, a measure of the cost per
orbit). As in earlier studies [39, 52], we consider an implicit time step comparable to ion
time scales, i.e. ∆t ∼ ω−1pi . Assuming typical values for ∆τim ∼ min[0.1∆xim/vth, ω−1ce , ω−1pi ],
∆tex ∼ ∆xex/c, ∆xex ∼ λD, ∆t ∼ ω−1pi and ∆xim ∼ 0.2/k, we find that the CPU speedup
scales as:
CPUex
CPUimp
∼ 0.2
(5kλD)d
c
vth,e
min
[
1
kλD
,
c
vA
√
mi
me
,
√
mi
me
]
1
NFE
, (60)
where vA = B0/
√
nemiµ0 is the Alfvén speed. Compared with the ES case [52], the EM
CPU speedup is larger by a factor of c/vth,e, as expected. As in the ES case, Eq. 60 confirms
that the CPU speedup is inversely proportional to NFE. This motivates future work towards
the development of suitable fluid preconditioning strategies, as was done in Ref. [52] for the
electrostatic case.
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Finally, we acknowledge that the extension of the 1D-3V implicit Darwin-PIC formulation
to multiple dimensions is not straightforward, particularly given the challenges documented
in the literature [28, 31]. A main roadblock described in these studies is related to the
enforcement of the solenoidal constraint of the vector potential (or rather, the complications
stemming from its avoidance, particularly in regards to boundary condition specification for
the transverse component of the electric field). In this regard, the Vlasov-Darwin formulation
considered in Sec. 2 gives us reason for optimism, since both the solenoidal constraint and
Poisson’s equation are implicitly enforced in the continuum, and the transverse component of
the electric field can be readily found from the vector potential. In the discrete, a necessary
condition for the tractability of this formulation is the ability to enforce exact local charge
conservation in multiple dimensions, which is within our reach [39, 44]. The implementation
and demonstration of a multidimensional version of our implicit Darwin-PIC algorithm will
the subject of future work.
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Appendix A. Time-preservation of the spatial average of a field satisfying Pois-
son’s equation in a 1D periodic domain
We demonstrate that a field ξ(x, t) satisfying Poisson’s equation,
∇2ξ = S(x, t) (A.1)
in a 1D periodic domain [0, L] satisfies:
∂t 〈ξ〉 = 0, (A.2)
with 〈· · ·〉 = ´ L
0
dx[· · ·] the spatial average. Note that 〈S〉 = 0 is a solvability condition for
the system A.1, since 〈∇2〉 = 0.
The formal proof begins by considering an augmented equation,
∂tξˆ =
1
ǫ
[
∇2ξˆ − S
]
. (A.3)
The solution to this equation has the property that:
lim
ǫ→0
ξˆ → ξ, (A.4)
i.e., ξ is the quasi-static limit of ξˆ. Applying the spatial average operator to Eq. A.3, and
using the solvability condition, we find:
∂t
〈
ξˆ
〉
= 0.
Equation A.2 follows by taking the limit ǫ→ 0.
Appendix B. Magnetic field scattering formulas for exact conservation of parti-
cle canonical momenta
We begin with Eq. 39,
vν+1p − vνp
∆τ ν
= − qp
mp
∑
i
Aν+1i Sl(x
ν+1
p − xi)− Aνi Sl(xνp − xi)
∆τ ν
. (B.1)
We consider second-order splines (l = 2). The analysis below can be extended to higher-
order splines, if needed, by keeping more terms in the expansion. Taylor-expanding the l = 2
shape functions at x
ν+1/2
p,i ≡ (xν+1/2p − xi), we find:
S2(x
ν+1
p − xi) = S2(xν+
1/2
p,i ) + (x
ν+1
p − xν+1/2p )
∂S2
∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
+
(xν+1p − xν+1/2p )2
2
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
,
S2(x
ν
p − xi) = S2(xν+
1/2
p,i ) + (x
ν
p − xν+1/2p )
∂S2
∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
+
(xνp − xν+1/2p )2
2
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
.
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No higher-order terms are present for l = 2. Introducing these results into Eq. B.1, we find:
vν+1p − vνp
∆τ
=
qp
mp
∑
i
[
−A
ν+1
i −Aνi
∆τ
S2(x
ν+1/2
p − xi)
]
− vν+1/2x,p
∑
i

Aν+1/2i ∂S2∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
+
Aν+1i − Aνi
8
(xν+1p − xνp)
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i

 .
Noting that, within a macro-step:
−A
ν+1
i − Aνi
∆τ
= −A
n+1
i − Ani
∆t
= Ei,
and comparing the velocity update above with Eq. 22 (discretized at ν + 1/2), the definition
of the magnetic field at the particle position follows as:
Bν+
1/2
z,p ≡
∑
i

Aν+1/2y,i ∂S2∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
+
Aν+1y,i −Aνy,i
8
(xν+1p − xνp)
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i

 . (B.2)
Here [1]:
∂S2
∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
= − ∂S2
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
= −S1(xi+1/2 − x
ν+1/2
p )− S1(xi−1/2 − xν+1/2p )
∆x
,
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
=
∂S22
∂x2
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
=


1, i = ip − 1
−2, i = ip
1, i = ip + 1
0, else
,
with ip indicating the cell location of particle p. With periodic boundary conditions, the first
term on the right hand side can be written as:
∑
i
A
ν+1/2
y,i
∂S2
∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
=
∑
i

Aν+1/2y,i+1 − Aν+1/2y,i
∆x
S1(xi+1/2 − xν+1/2p )

 ,
which corresponds to the standard scattering formula for the magnetic field at the particle
position from a vector potential. The second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. B.2 can be
written as:
∑
i
Aν+1y,i − Aνy,i
8
(xν+1p − xνp)
∂2S2
∂x2p
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i
=
∆A
ν+1/2
y,ip−1 − 2∆Aν+
1/2
y,ip +∆A
ν+1/2
y,ip+1
8∆x2
(xν+1p − xνp),
where ∆Aν+1/2 = Aν+1 − Aν . This additional term is a truncation error correction of
O [(∆τ ν)2], which ensures exact canonical conservation for second-order shape functions
(l = 2). A similar prescription can be found for By,p from the conservation of pz:
Bν+
1/2
y,p = −
∑
i

Aν+1/2z,i ∂S2∂xp
∣∣∣∣∣
x
ν+1/2
p,i

− ∆A
ν+1/2
z,ip−1 − 2∆Aν+
1/2
z,ip +∆A
ν+1/2
z,ip+1
8∆x2
(xν+1p − xνp).
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In our context, since the vector potential is periodic, a constant external magnetic field
component (if it exists) cannot be captured, and needs to be added explicitly. This can
be readily done by adding the corresponding constant magnetic field components to the
scattering formulas above.
The contribution of the constant magnetic field to the canonical momenta must also be
explicitly taken into account when diagnosing their conservation in a periodic domain. This
can be done as follows. For a constant magnetic field B0 = (B0x, B0y, B0z), the change in
Ay and Az (recall Ax must remain constant to enforce ∇ · A = 0) over a substep along a
particle orbit is given by:
Aν+1y,p −Aνy,p = B0z∆xνp −B0x∆zνp ; Aν+1z,p − Aνz,p = B0x∆yνp − B0y∆xνp ,
where (∆xνp ,∆y
ν
p ,∆z
ν
p ) = (vx,p, vy,p, vz,p)
ν+1/2∆τ ν .
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